Agenda

1. Review of student email options
2. Learning spaces/student computing fee allocation process
3. Holistic web strategy review
4. Two-factor authentication update
5. Open floor
6. Adjourn
1. Review of student email options

SITC was briefed on potential ways to provide future student email services at the last meeting. UIT has returned with several business cases comparing the solutions discussed and would like to have a conversation about those options. The slides with pros and cons for each option can be found here.

Here are the business cases for each of the three options:

1. Maintain current on-premise student email  
2. Move to a cloud-hosted student email service with Office 365  
3. Provide an alias-based email forwarding service

SITC is being asked to endorse a path forward or identify additional concerns or data points to be investigated. This is an action item.
2. Learning spaces/student computing fee allocations

Jon Thomas, director of Teaching & Learning Technologies and a member of the Teaching & Learning Portfolio, will discuss this year’s guidelines related to learning spaces and student computing fee funding requests. For more information about this year’s process, see the student computing fee awards web page.

A graphic with funding priority information can be found here.

The SITC is being asked to offer feedback and/or to approve the guidelines as suggested by the Teaching & Learning Portfolio. This is an action item.
3. Holistic web strategy review

A group of 24 thought leaders from campus and health sciences convened September 7-8 to discuss the current state of our Utah.edu web properties and what aspirations they have for the future state.

The strategy outlined by the group can be found here. A summary of the strategy can be found here.

Paula Millington will discuss the strategy with SITC and seek an endorsement for moving forward with web governance.

Participating areas for this initial discussion included the Law School, Continuing Education and Community Engagement, Fine Arts, Information Security and Privacy, Health Sciences Digital Marketing, Undergraduate Students, Athletics, Office of Diversity, Engineering, University Support Services, University Marketing and Communications, UIT Strategic Communication, Teaching and Learning Technologies, Tech Ventures, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Humanities, Business, Marriott Library, Dean of Students, Student Disability Services, Admissions, ASUU, Process Team and Common Infrastructure Services. Bill Warren from University Marketing and Communications and Ken Pink from UIT are executive co-sponsors.

This is an action item.
4. Two-factor authentication update

The expected go-live date for requiring two-factor authentication for faculty and staff, including student employees, as approved by IT governance is Nov. 21. Instructions for signing up and answers to frequently asked questions can be found at http://it.utah.edu/2fa/.

UIT will provide an update on sign-up numbers, as well as discuss any remaining issues that may be a factor in the rollout.

This is an information and discussion item.
5. Open floor

Any issues that need to be discussed here publicly before we next meet?